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Clean up beyond the Quad
Members within and outside Regis community participate in
"Neighborhood Clean up"

Denver, Colorado

Diversity Day
makes second run
at Regis
Ashton Do
Staff Reporter

For many people, the word 'diversity' carries some weight.
It can be unapproachable, condescending, dividing, or even wishywashy- but whatever the connotation,
Sandra Mitchell, associate to the
provost for diversity, sees room for
opportunity.
"When we're talking about building
diversity on campus, we're not talking
about goals," Mitchell said. "We're trying to build a place where people feel
appreciated for their differences."
Diversity is Not Negative
Last week the Office of the Associate
to the Provost for Diversity hosted its
second annual Diversity Day conference , a collection of presentations
picked to highlight various issues pertaining to diversity.
"When we talk about diversity, we're
talking about differences," Mitchell
said. "We're talking about an inclusive
community- that means allowing
everyone who's a part of the community to be fully present in that community, and that includes their differences."
The keynote luncheon for Diversity
Day featured Miss Cleo Parker
Robinson, the founder of a local dance
troupe, as she shared her perspective
on how issues of diversity should be
provost for diversity, expressed, "I approached.
think it hits us harder because we're a
"The work that we do around divercloser community."
sity is not negative- it's not meant to
Over the weekend, a flux of respons- be," Mitchell said . "(Miss Cleo] was
es came in from around the university good about saying that."
community.
The other presentations, open to
Karen Adkins, associate professor of anyone willing to listen, covered a wide
Philosophy, along with Lisa Garza, net of topics. One dispelled stereoassociate professor of Sociology, types about life in rural communities
wrote: "Last week ... students' dorm and another revealed the complex hisbulletin boards were defaced with tory of Irish dance. There were eight
racist language (the "n" word), anti- presentations in total.
Semitic words, and symbols. For us as
"We were looking for a variety of perfaculty, this is not business as usual. spectives," Mitchell said.
We are alarmed and appalled by such
Later in the evening, a lecture by
hateful acts. What offends our stu- Father Thomas Michel, S.J., explored
dents offends us."
the stigmatized topic of CatholicFather Michael Sheeran , S.J., pres- Muslim relations.
"It's not so much
ident of the University also explained, about the differences that those
"Both Catholic teaching and common groups share,"
sense make clear that all insults based
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Regis, racism, and finding the next step:
University community alarmed over recent incidents in West
easy, however. A student wrote in
response, "I'll get over it when it's not
an issue!" As evidenced by the West
Written on a message board in West message board and on other similar
are the words: "Discrimination set-ups in the past, including the ones
Happens Here." With green , red, and in Loyola and O'Connell Halls up last
orange markers, residents expressed month, discrimination is still felt, and
feelings of anger and- frustration; oth- an issue that's not looking to go away.
ers of hope. One student wrote,
Sophomore Robert House wrote in
"[Discrimination] does happen ... but it a petition , 'This past Friday, there was
happens to all of us. We need to be an intentional attack against four resiopen-minded and the issues should be dents in West Hall. The attacks
addressed-so we can be tolerant of occurred early Friday morning."
Discriminatory messages were written
each other."
For some, however, tolerance is not on these individuals' white boards.
enough. A few students expressed These events recall the experiences of
understanding and acceptance as an student Alana McCoy in 2004. The
important goal, especially at Regis, word D-1-K-E was twice scratched into
whose mission advocates a life in serv- her car, and was also written in permanent ink on her dorm room door.
ice of others.
After last Friday's incidents, faculty
Yet, for others, discrimination
seems not so important. A student and students alike have expressed
alarm and disappointment.
wrote "Get over it!"
Sandra Mitchell , associate to the
"Getting. over it" doesn't seem so
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

See Incidents on page 2

See Diversity Day on page 2
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News
Diversity Day from front page

Clean up brings together Regis and
surrounding community
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor
With shovels, trash bags, or paintbrush in hand, over 40 students, faculty, and surrounding Regis neighbors
ventured into the alleyways and streets
for
a
surrounding
Regis
"Neighborhood Clean-Up." Beginning
at noon this past Saturday, April 14,
most volunteers worked until 4 pm,
picking up trash and recyclables.
The Fiorini family, who live on
Jullian Street, were excited for the
clean-up. "This is our first year helping.
We got a notice in the mail and we
wanted to come and help. We've been
in the neighborhood for twenty years."
Similarly, members from BerkeleyRegis United Neighbors (BRUN) also
participated in the clean up. Members
expressed excitement with how the
university and surrounding community
were coming together for the afternoon
event.
Melissa Kyer, president of BRUN
said, "It seems like [the relationship is]
going well," referring to past conflicts
between immediate neighbors surrounding the Regis and its students.
"Oh yeah, looks like progress is definitely being made."
Present at the clean up was
Councilman Rick Garcia, who, along
with Tom Reynolds, vice-president for
Mission, the Regis University Student
Government Association (RUSGA),
Students for Environmental Action and
Knowledge (SPEAK), the City of
Denver, and BRUN, all worked together to program the event.
In particular, Jessica Blumenthal,
director of Community Involvement for
RUSGA, coordinated the clean up.
Blumenthal was extremely pleased
with the turnout. About 40-50 people
were present, she said. "We started
planning this about 2 months ago. After
finding out that Councilman Garcia,
Tom Reynolds, BRUN, and SPEAK
wanted to get involved ... it got really
big, really fast."
During a BRUN meeting earlier this
semester, Councilman Garcia, along
with Reynolds and members of BRUN ,
saw participation in the cleanup as a

Incidents from front page
on differences of race, sexual orientation, religion, or any other human characteristic are intended to be hurtful and
therefore are clearly sins against other
human beings."
"I DO NOT TOLERATE HATE
CRIMES" posters are also visible within the dorm halls and Student Center.
Regis
University
Student
The
Government Association (RUSGA)
wrote in conjunction with the poster,
·we have NO tolerance for crimes
against humanity."
Discrimination seems not an issue
easily quieted, especially when such
acts are still occurring . Rather, all
these statements aim for progress.
In a written letter passed out last
Friday afternoon, Marie Humphrey,
director of Resident Life, emphasized
that promoting diversity is "not. ..the 'in'
thing to do, but.. .is the right thing to
do."
Nonetheless, despite knowing what
is right, some students feel more
needs to be done.
House wrote, "We have heard nothing from our administration concerning
harassment, hate crimes, or being a
decent person. We have heard nothing
about the need to prevent hatred on

great way to help "Neighborhood
Relations," as Garcia said in a short
speech before the event.
SPEAK also thought the clean up
would be a great way to "kick off' Earth
Week, which began this past Sunday
(Climate Action Day), and will continue
through the end of this week.
Biodegradable plates and utensils we
used for lunch , which was catered by
Sodexho. BRUN provided desserts.
Last semester, Blumenthal planned
a similar clean up, which was successful, but not as large in scale. "We just
picked up trash on the neighborhood
streets, but not in the alleyways. We
went around Rocky Mountain Lake
Park as well," she said. About 12 to 15
people showed up for that event.
Regis has also been conducting a
clean-up for the past several years,
said Reynolds. Those events were not
as involved, however, explained Trisha
Curtis,
current
co-director
for
Programming and elected Chief
Justice for next term.
The parameters for the clean up
were 52 nd to soth , Lowell to Grove,
Meade and Newton alleyways, and
50th to 1-70, explained Dave Law,
director of Student Activities, prior to
the clean up. Even wfthin a two-block
area, teams reported picking up a lot of
trash, recyclables, and mostly dead
leaves and weeds. Cleaning from noon
to four went by quickly for most.
"I rea lly enjoyed being in the community," said a participant. "All the people that saw us cleaning were really
appreciative."
Blumenthal said, "Yeah, people
were so happy!" Blumenthal was part
of the paint crew, who was responsible
for painting over graffiti on fences and
garage doors. "One family was like, 'oh
thank you so much, that's been around
forever," she added.
For many students who volunteered,
the event was a great opportunity to
see the community up close. Junior
Colleen Tholen said, "I can't believe
I've been here for so long and haven't
even taken a look at what's around
Regis." Tholen was part of Clean-up
group 5.
this campus."
Although change does not seem
prevalent, however, dive·rsity has
always been an issue for administration. When revising the Student
Handbook for the 2006-2007 academic year, Dave Law, director of Student
Activities, explained the handbook was
refined with a "Targeting" clause. On
page 42, individuals found responsible
for harassment acts based on "perceived race, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, or disability of the
victim" are subjected to process
through Judicial Board, and other
processes.
"Although discrimination is real,
even here on the Regis campus,"
Mitchell added, "The way we respond
to it is different." Mitchell finds hope in
that students are within an environment that tries to emphasize "care and
compassion." Since last Friday's incident, Mitchell expressed that her main
goal is to be there for the students.
She sighed, "I wish we could protect
our students from this," she said. "But
it's an unfortunate reality."
And for Mitchell, along with faculty
members, students, and RUSGA,
among many others ... the issue is not
ready to be put to rest.

"It's not so much about the differences
that those groups share," Mitchell said.
"It's about their shared desire for
peace in their regions- [Father
Michel] was very clear about that."
Two Steps Backward
Diversity Day took place amid the
recent national scandal over a racist
remark made by the widely syndicated
talk show host Don Imus, whose show
was later cancelled by CBS and
MSNBC. On the local scene,
Westward published a story in March
about a student who had been
harassed on campus because of her
sexual orientation.
More recently, a racially motivated
incident at West Hall left students wondering where their peers stood on
diversity issues.
Ohe sophomore student in particular, a minority, was already apprehensive about being different on campus.
She grew even more discouraged after
the West Hall incident.
"It's kind of irritating," she said. "At
first you think, okay, Regis accepts
[people of color], and then these kinds
of things happen, and it's like, oh ,
never mind."
Out of a population of over 1,600
undergraduates, there were very few
student participants on Diversity Day in
comparison to faculty attendees.
Not a Goal
All numbers considered, Diversity
Day went well enough that Mitchell
was confident in Regis' ability strengthen the inclusiveness of its future community. The numbers didn't matter so
much to her this time, but there are
plans to further expand Diversity Day
to a larger audience next year.
"We're going to continue evaluating
the logistics," said Saj Kabadi, assistant to associate to the Provost for
diversity. "Time, location, place, topics- what's relevant."
Mitchell was appointed to her position in 2004. She sees her job as an
ongoing mission to create an environment of inclusiveness for all students
and faculty. Joined by Kabadi, Mitchell
works on a daily basis to make that
happen.
One of the main challenges in coordinating Diversity Day, and diversity
programming in general, Mitchell said,
was to inspire dialogue within the
Regis community. Despite the struggle
to bring in fresh voices into these dialogues, they have been worthwhile discussions covering very dense topics.
"I think one of the things I'm really
happy about is that we did our first dialogue on diversity and humor," said
Kabadi, "and now it seems to be on the
news lately- there is some satisfaction in the fact that we were already
examining this [in diversity dialogues]
on campus last fall ."
In 2004, Diversity Dialogues were
started as a safe forum for students
and faculty to discuss the differences
between individuals and how these differences contributed to a larger society.
"I think there has to be a shift in
thinking in regard to the metaphor of
the melting pot where everybody melts
into the same person or cultu re,"
Kabadi said, "to [the metaphor of] a
salad bowl where everything is distinct
but fits into the salad."
There is still a lot of work ahead for
Mitchell and Kabadi, but they welcome
the challenge.
"Diversity is not a goal," Mitchell
said. "But an inclusive campus? That's
a goal ."
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Letter to the Editor
To the Regis
Community,

Bishops when they wrote that, "the fundamental human rights of homosexual
persons must be defended and that all
of us must strive to eliminate any forms
of injustice, oppression, or violence
"The ultimate measure of a man" the
against them." The only place we have
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
heard anything concerning the content
tells us, "is not where he stands in
of the Westward article is the "Of Mice
moments of comfort and convenience,
and Students" article in last week's
but where he stands in times of chalHighlander.
lenge and controversy." The past few
This past Friday there was an intenyears have shown that our school has
tional attack against four residents in
not stepped up to the plate in time of
West Hall. The attacks occurred early
challenge, but instead we have stood
Friday morning, and by 5:30-there was
in the dugout waiting for others to lead.
a response letter from the Director of
"How ought we to live?" is a quesResidence Life, Housing, and Events
tion posed to each of us as Regis stuServices, Marie Humphrey. The letter
dents. It is the cornerstone of our
was slipped under the doors of West
Jesuit tradition as a community of diaHall residents, and only lightly touches
logue, education and faith. The Jesuits
the need for residents to be decent
tradition of challenging the norm, fighthuman beings. She is correct in her
ing for social justice and advocacy for
analysis of the word "diversity" being
the equality of all human beings is a
tossed around lightly. Our administrachallenge that Regis has overcome in
tion has shown us that, but she also
the past, but now in a time of need,
falls into the trap paying only lip-servfails to be seen. It was the Regis Jesuit
ice to this ideal. Hate crimes however
community that, as some of us know,
are still being tolerated this campus as
prevented the KKK from coming onto
we have seen in the disciplinary
campus and beating Irish immigrants.
process of the last four weeks.
However, now, when a student is difThe only real reaction in the past
ferent than the norm , they find no
four weeks has been by students and
refuge on our 110 acres.
a few faculty and staff members who
It has been four weeks since the were encouraged to remain silent.
Westward article concerning the Accordingly, all Regis students, faculty,
harassment of homosexual students staff, and community members are
on campus was published. We have invited to a candlelight vigil for peace
heard nothing from our administration in front of the student center from 9:30
concerning harassment, hate crimes, to 10:00 this Wednesday. You can then
or being a decent person. There have attend the Ranger Week classic · hypbeen no revisions or discussions with notist in the cafeteria. As the late
students of the discrimination policy. Oscar Romero reminds us: "Do you
We have heard nothing about the need want to know if your Christianity is gento prevent hatred on this campus. Nor uine? Here is the touchstone: Whom
have we heard the Catholic Church's do you get along with? Who are those
official teaching concerning homosex- who criticize you? Who are those who
uality. This position was summarized do not accept you? Who are those who
by the US Confrence of Catholic flatter you?"
Lucia Alverez
Signed:
Erin McManamon
Daniel Donovan
Robert House
Adelle Monteblanco
Keith Smallwood
Kathryn Redmond
Erin ter Kuile
Feven Desta
Moryah Schindler
Ebony Griffin
Melissa Graham
Thomas Socotch
Matthew Zavala
Ashly
Blincow
Melissa Draduiio
Joanna
Welch
Stephen
Cofoid
Jean Laubinger
Corinne
Kampe
Jessica
Pasion
Katherine Selby
Maureen Carey
Mauren McGoff
Cora Compliment

An open letter to the
Regis campus community
Michael Sheeran, S.J. , President
April 14, 2007
In the past few weeks, we have experienced a number of separate incidents
in which crude and insulting epithets, etc. appeared on walls around our campus.
The first instances seem to have been on bulletin boards posted by faculty
encouraging student discussion on issues of diversity. The tempting mixture of
anonymity and publicity led some immature people to post messages that were
not only insulting but outrageous.
Late last week, the situation got worse. The harassing epithets expanded onto
message boards on the doors of some students in our residence halls.
Both Catholic teaching and common sense make clear that all insults based
on differences of race, sexual orientation , religion, or any other human characteristic are intended to be hurtful and therefore are clearly sins against other
human beings. These offenses can be YID. serious. At Regis, where sponsorship
is Catholic and an atmosphere consistent with Catholicism is fostered, such
insulting behavior is particularly offensive and intolerable. This is appropriately
reflected even in our student conduct code in which an infraction that targets
someone because of race, sexual orientation, religion, etc. is punished more
severely. (Student Handbook, p. 44)
We have authorized added patrols and surveillance. Both the Office of Student
Life and the Campus Safety Department are actively interviewing community
members in an effort to identify the writers of these outrageous and harassing
postings in the residence halls. If you can help our staff find those directly
responsible, this is a time when you should feel a real obligation to do so.
Campus Safety may be reached at X4122 or (303) 458-4122.
The whole community can provide help in some concrete ways, too.
First, let's not promote the impunity that goes with anonymity. I'd ask faculty
and students NOT to use anonymous opinion boards to promote discussion without accountability. Instead, let's promote real discussion in our classrooms and
elsewhere so people feel comfortable about saying how they feel and also know
that they can expect real but respectful and civil disagreement. Faculty are key
in modeling the civility in handling disagreements that the less mature of our students are particularly lacking.
Second, at least for awhile, it would be helpful if all of us would make a point
of signing anything we post, even on our private office door or student room door.
It's just a little reminder to ourselves that we are taking responsibility for what we
write, and it's an unobtrusive way of modeling responsible behavior to the immature members of the community.
At times like this, I'm reminded why we have a policy that no signs may be
posted on campus without the stamp of the Student Life Office. This is precisely
to prevent inappropriate, often anonymous postings. If you see a sign posted
without such a stamp, please don't be a vigilante, but please do inform the Dean
of the College or the Dean of Students so they can remove it appropriately.
If there's any good that comes from the incidents we are experiencing, it may
well be the call to each member of our community to examine our humor, our
friendships and our hearts for indicators of where prejudice blurs vision and influences conduct. We may be aghast at outrageous behavior like the epithets on
doors, yet strangely oblivious to the more polite forms of discrimination that we
still practice. The plank in my own eye needs to be removed, too. (Matthew 7:35)
Sincerely,
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., President

Peace and Justice Studies Major Approved by Board of Trustees
The Regis University Board of Trustees approved the Peace and Justice Studies Major Friday April 13, 2007. Thank you to
the Board for their action. Over the past ten years many people have contributed to this moment. The names below represent
those who have participated through service on committees or through special support and advice.
Thank you to those who have served on the Peace and Justice Studies Advisory Committee (1998-2007), the Justice Education
Office, the Justice Education Team (2005), College faculty who have contributed cross-listed courses (1999-2007), the College
Core Curriculum Committee (2006-2007), the Academic Planning and Policy Council (2006-2007), Service Learning staff across
the university, library acquisition support, and many who have offered moral support. Also, special thanks to students who have
graduated with a PJS degree (2001-2006), and welcome to students who are currently enrolled as majors and minors.
Paul Alexander
Joan Armon
Awon Atuire
Rita Axford
Catharyn Baird
Peter Bemski
Candy Berardinelli
Tom Bowie
TJ Bowen
Joan Buckley
Les Bundy
Paul Burson
Mary Beth Callie
Mary Ellen Carroll
Diane Cooper
Denise Cope
Christie Costello
John Cross
Theresa Cusimano
Ramon Del Castillo
Joyce DeNovellis
Ron DiSanto

Steve Doty
Susan Doty
Tom Duggan
Marcel Dumestre
Denise Duncan
Dave Elliott
Paul Ewald
Cheryl Footer
Patty Gabriel
Deborah Gaensbauer
Ivan Gaetz
Gil Gardner
Martin Garner
Terri Gaurmer
Matthew Gubanich
Lisa Garza
Janna Goodwin
Abby Gosselin
Richard Hanson
Tim Harrington
Linda Helwig
John Hickey

Sondra Hochhalater
Bill Husson
Nate Jacobi
Steve Jacobs
Saj Kabadi
John Kane
Joanne Karpinski
Robin Koenigsberg
Patricia Ladewig
Dave Law
Janet Lee
Jeremy Lee
Tom Leininger
Peg Maloney
Roger Martin
Rona McCall
Sandra Mitchell
Lynne Montrose
Barbara Nelson
Sharon Erickson
Nepstad
Melissa Nix

Elenie Opffer
Tony Ortega
Daryl Palmer
Eve Passerini
Ken Phillips
Byron Plumley
Carol Proksch
Barbara Reinert
Tom Reynolds
Jim Richard
John Ridgway
Paul Rosser
Jamie Roth
Kathy Schaefer
Terry Schmidt
Jim Seibert
Allan Service
Lee Shannon
Amy Sheber-Howard
Gene Stewart-Huidobro
Sarah Tressel
Jan Turner

Diane Wagner
Jim Walsh
Carol Weber
Aimee Wheaton
Lynn Wimett
Raymond Wlodkowski
Ted Zenzinger

Majors and Minors
Current and
Graduated
(M=major)
Jalaine Binas
Katie Carrothers (M)
Lisa Cheek
Laura Coddington (04)
Michelle Costa (M-01)
Christie Costello (M)
Jacquelin Davis
Jessie Dryden (M-06)
Missy Garduno (M)

Kellynn Gates
Gina Graziano
Eric Goshorn (M)
Matthew Gubanich (M)
Sarah Gunsten (05)
Tim Harden (M-04)
Cassie Hughes
Graham Hunt
Sarah Kolb
Jonathan Landolfe (M)
Laine Morgan
Vinney Onstott
Monique Orthober (M06)
Amanda Panzer
Kathryn Redmond
Sonja Roybal
Mike Schloss (M-04)
Noah Schneider
elle thomas (M)
Sarah Wernimont (M)
Misio Wymar (05)
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Catholics Against Unjust Not business as usual
A statement from Regis faculty,
Discrimination
concerning recent incidents of

A Statement to the Regis Community from The Religious
Studies Department, University Ministry, The Catholic
Studies Program, and The Peace and Justice Program
This Council stresses reverence for
every human person; each of us must
consider every neighbor without
exception as another self.... Thus with
respect to the fundamental rights of
human beings, every kind of discrimination, whether social or cultural,
whether based on sex, race, color,
social condition, language, or religion
must be curbed and eradicated as contrary to God's intent.
- The Second Vatican Council
(GS, 27, 29)

In view of the recent racist incidents
at Regis, the faculties of. the Religious
Studies Department, the Catholic
Studies and the Peace and Justice
Programs, and the staff of University
Ministry feel that it is crucial to recall
the strong teachings of the Catholic
Church about the dignity and respect
due all human persons and thus
against all forms of unjust discrimination and prejudice.
We acknowledge that Roman
Catholics as individuals and as a community have, in their long history and
even recently, been guilty of the sins of
racism and other forms of destructive
discrimination. In the spirit of Pope
John Paul 11, who publicly asked forgiven~ss for such sins, we too ask in
the name of our Church , for such forgiveness. We also note the many
ways that Catholics and the Catholic
Church have, especially in recent
years, worked against racism and
other forms of unjust discrimination.
And we pledge ourselves to work
especially against those forms of prejudice and unjust discrimination which
operate in our own community.
We urge all members of the Regis
community to read and reflect on these
teachings (and on the similar teachings of other religious and ethical traditions) - and to work in these days and
in the future to challenge the sins of
racism and prejudice and to heal
wounds to our community which such
sin has caused.
In November 1979, the Catholic
Bishops of the U.S. wrote a Pastoral
Letter on Racism, Brothers and Sisters
to Us: "Racism is an evil which
endures in our society and in our
Church.
Despite
apparent
advances ... the reality of racism
remains .. ..
Racism is not merely one sin among
many; it is a radical evil that divides the
human family... . To struggle against it
demands an equally radical transformation, in our own minds and hearts
as well as in the structure of society ....
Let the Church proclaim to all that the
sin of racism defiles the image of God
and degrades the sacred dignity of
humankind... . Let all know that it is a
terrible sin that mocks the cross of
Christ and ridicules the Incarnation."
In 1988, the Pontifical Commission
for Peace and Justice wrote, in The
Church and Racism: "Faith in one
God , Creator and Redeemer of al
humankind made in God's image and
likeness, constitutes the absolute and
inescapable negation of all racist ideologies.... Harboring racist thoughts
and entertaining racist attitudes is a
sin. ... [But] doctrines by themselves
are not sufficient. The victims of

discrimination

During the past few years instances of intolerance and hate have occurred
within our community. Some of our students have unfortunately been the vicracism, wherever they be must be tims of hateful symbols, actions, and rhetoric. Two of the most alarming
defended.
Acts of discrimination instances took place in 2004 and as recently as last week. In 2005 a student's
among persons and peoples for racist car was vandalized in the campus parking lot; the windshield was cracked and
and other reasons ...which lead to con- the word "dyke" carved into it. Last week three students' dorm bulletin boards
tempt and exclusion must be were defaced with racist language (the "n" word), anti-Semitic words, and symdenounced and brought to light without bols.
hesitation and strongly rejected .... All
For us as faculty, this is not business as usual.
racist theories are contrary to Christian
We are alarmed and appalled by such hateful acts. What offends our students
faith and love. And yet. .. racism still offends us.
exists and continually reappears in difWe examine and debate ideas and beliefs at a University, and perhaps with
ferent forms. It is a wound in humani- more intensity at a Jesuit university. We understand and value differences of
ty's side that remains open . Everyone, opinion, even strong differences of opinion. But these incidents do not reflect
therefore , must make efforts to heal it simple disagreements about beliefs. These incidents are assaults on people's
with great firmness and patience .... simple dignity and safety. Those responsible for the graffiti and vandalism are tryRacism and racist acts must be con- ing to intimidate members of our community into silence. It is the responsibility of
demned .... Constructive solutions us all to resist this intimidation.
must always be envisaged .... The.
At a faculty meeting this past Friday, many of us discussed these incidents and
Church wants first and foremost to agreed we needed to respond. All of us - students, faculty, staff, and adminischange racist attitudes, including those trators - should take advantage of the University's role as facilitator of dialogue
within her own communities.... The to discuss freely what we believe and what our obligations are as citizens to treat
message she proposes to everyone, one another with dignity, respect, and civility. As a result, many of us will be holdand which she tries to live, is 'Every ing a teach-in during our regularly scheduled classes Wednesday, April 18 and
person is my brother or sister.'"
Thursday, April 19. We will be discussing these events on campus, what they do
With regard to another form of unjust or don't say about campus culture, and our responsibility as human beings. The
discrimination in our midst, in 1992 the faculty will also be sponsoring a speakout on the quad on Wednesday from
Catechism of the Catholic Church (par. 12:30 - 1:30. Anyone is welcome to speak.
2358) said: "Men and women who
In addition, we would like to strongly encourage our students to tell us when
have deep-seated homosexual ten- they are victims or witnesses of such hateful acts, either by approaching us in
dencies must be accepted with person or by telling their student government representatives (who will, in turn,
respect, compassion, and sensitivity. inform our faculty governance representatives). If we don't know what's going on
Every sign of unjust discrimination in in the residence halls or in our community, then we can't address it in our classtheir regard should be avoided ."
es - and sometimes in-class dialogues can help raise awareness of the harmSimilarly, in 1997 the U.S. Catholic ful consequences of bigotry.
Bishops wrote, in A/ways Our Children:
Hateful words and hateful actions have no place at a University, no matter
"Respect for the God-given dignity of what our areas of disagreement. But we cannot stop hate by ignoring it; we must
all persons means the recognition of speak up and challenge its legitimacy and its justifications. We invite you to do
human rights and responsibilities. The so with us.
teachings of the Church make it clear
that the fundamental human rights of Ors. Karen Adkins, Lisa Garza, and David Hicks
homosexual persons must be defend- Associate Professors, Regis College
ed and that all of us must strive to elim- On behalf of the faculty who attended the April 13 faculty meeting.
inate any forms of injustice, oppression, or violence against them.''

Regis College institutes Peace and Justic~
Studies major, beginning fall 2007
Jesuit commitment to "a faith that does justice" takes step forward
Byron Plumley, Ph. D.
Director of the Peace and Justice Program

On April 13, the Regis Board of Trustees approved a new
Peace and Justice major. For students like junior Sarah
Wernimont, a current "flex· major, and Christi Costello, a
new major, this is good news. For-these students and others, the new major will provide a structure and resources
that build awareness of systemic connections between
social and environmental concerns, grounded in critical
thinking and a commitment to service, nonviolence and the
common good. Students who graduate can be leaders with
a global perspective that recognizes the interdependence of
life on the planet. The domestic and world news reminds us
daily of the need for alternative ways of addressing violence
and conflict.
Pe·ace and Justice Studies (PJS) is necessarily interdisciplinary. The challenges of the 21st century are complex
and working for positive social change in the world requires
multiple perspectives and disciplines. This degree program
allows a student to explore many aspects of social justice
issues and peace building while having a specific thematic
area of focus. Within the PJS major, for example, a student
might focus on human rights and build a course of study
from the perspectives of economics, religious studies and
sociology.
This concentration then requires that a student be able to
understand the theme of human rights from the viewpoint of
each discipline and integrate the perspectives in a coherent
human rights discussion. The student's final project will
demonstrate this integrative learning through an article for

publication, applied research such as a curriculum guide, or
a visual art project. There will be plenty of room for creative
original expression of the subject matter. Students have
already suggested areas of interest such as criminal justice,
poverty, non-profit management, nonviolent social change
and conflict studies.
Ten departments in the college, and 28 faculty members,
currently pa!"ficipate in the PJS major, by offering cross-listed courses and serving on the PJS Advisory Committee.
Faculty are also encouraged to connect the PJS major with
minors in other disciplines. For example, a student might
major in PJS and minor in Conflict and Dialogue Studies,
Economics, Criminal Justice, or Environmental Studies.
The possibilities for meeting a student's primary interest
with combinations of academic programs is a key dimension of the PJS degree plan.
PJS will also provide academic support for co-currioular,
and extra-curricular action The recently formed Peace and
Justice Club, organized by Peace and Justice intern T.J.
Bowen, now has over 100 members. PJS also connects to
the Faith and Justice work of Nate Jacobi in University
Ministry and Zac Mountin with Romero House, and the
efforts of student organizations, such as SPEAK, STAND,
the RUSGA-Social Justice Committee, the Sweat No-Sweat
campaign, and others.
Please join us for a reception Tuesday, April 17, 4:00-6:00
p.m . in the Mountain View Room. Student displays, information and refreshments will be available.
For information contact Dr. Byron Plumley, Main Hall 214,
(303) 964-3660, bplumley@regis.edu.
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Getting to know our neighborhood
Perspectives from
neighbors and members of the
Berkeley community

Many of our neighbors have lived their entire lives in the Berkeley
neighborhood. They have seen the development and change of the
area, living and raising their families in a neighborhood they have come
to call their own. This urban area was once a small town with little to
no development, now it is not only a diverse neighborhood, but one
with plenty of Denver history. Everything and everyone here has a
story. If we only take the time to listen, and really see the neighborhood, we can learn that there is definitely more than meets the eye.
After all, we cannot simply judge an area, or the people who live there,
by just looking quickly. Living as we ought implies an active participation in the world; we need to ask about the history of the place in
which we live in order to know how to live there as equal members of a
community.
These stories, told from some of the neighborhood's first members,
focus on the area west of Lowell between 50th and 52nd Avenues, the
area near Regis Place, Willis Case Golf Course, and El Jabel Shrine.
These stories were written as part of the In-Depth Reporting and
Writing course. As examples of narrative and explanatory journalism,
these articles purposefully use first names throughout, in order to create
a sense of neighborly connection.

52nd and Tennyson:
now and then
helped the environment.
One block from Regis Place, at the
corner of 52 nd and Tennyson, sits a
Regis student Alison Davenport has liquor store, The Whole Enchilada
lived in the Regis Place apartments on restaurant, and Handy Market. The
52nd and Sheridan for the past six owners of the market and the liquor
months. She lived on campus for one store came from Africa with hopes of
year and decided to move to the apart- making a better life for themselves.
ments because it was cheap and off Sarah Woldemarin, a native of Sudan,
campus. Ali lives with three other has owned and managed the Handy
Regis students and one non-student. Market for three years. Mesfin
When Ali moved into the apartments Andermicheal, another Sudan native,
during the summer she immediately has owned the Sunnyside liquor store
found herself getting to know people for three years. Juan Ruiz has owned
that lived around her. She and her the small restaurant The Whole
boyfriend Steve immediately made a Enchilada for three years, on a month
bond with a four year old named Alias. to month lease. Juan is a Colorado
Alias lived next door and would native and lived in Denver his entire
come over to color and play with Steve life. These buildings are owned by
and Ali. They also met 24 year old Gloria Rudden.
Gloria Rudden, a native Coloradoan,
Nano. Nano came from a completely
different background than Ali, but as has come to know this urban area as
with all of the other neighbors, they her home. Since moving into the
neighborhood in 1933, has Gloria
became friends.
Steve and Ali said there have been resided at 52 nd and Tennyson. She
some issues at the apartment com- remembers Denver before all of the
plex, but note that all apartments are development, highways and city street
going to have their problems. They lights. Her parents leased a square
both agreed that for the most part, they block of land , and started their life as
have been treated like most tenants small farm owners. She lived in a very
living in other apartment complex. close knit society, the local mom and
They believe that living at Regis Place pops stores held people and credit and
apartments has given them insight into trusted they would come and pay their
a life different than their own. It has bill.
showed the diversity of our society,
Gloria remembers riding her horse
and that people are just trying to get as a teenager, down to a local bar.
by, just trying to make a living.
She and her friends would tie the horsCurrently, 30 percent of the popula- es up, go inside and drink cherry coke.
tion at the Regis Place apartments is She remarks that times were very difRegis students; the other 70 percent ferent; people could get rides from
are people from diverse backgrounds. complete stranger and trust they would
The Regis Place apartments were built be safe. She recalls many times being
in 2000 by Real Asset and are man- able to go out on the open land and
aged by Hast & Company.
ride horses with her friends for hours at
Manager Kenneth Cardinal says that a time. She later had to sell her horses
since joining the company in 2005 a lot due to the amount of development,
has been done to make this a better and congestion in the area . She
place to live. "We have installed cam- remembers the story behind the Willis
eras and built gates to make sure our Case Golf course.
people at Regis Place know the strides
Willis Case was a wealthy young
we are making, to keep them safe," he man during the 1930's. Most people
says. Before the apartments were built knew him as a real ladies man, he
in 2000 the land was occupied by would wine them and dine them, and
poorly maintained rental houses that right as the ladies believed he was
were demolished.
going to propose to them he broke up
One big selling point for the apart- with them. One lady found out prior to
ments is Willis Case Golf course, the break up what was going to hapacross the street. Kenneth says that it pen and shot Willis in the head, and
has been great having the Regis stu- then shot herself. Gloria believes this
dents living at the apartment complex. story was very important because
He believes that the apartment complex has turned around in the past couSee Home on page 6
ple of years, and Regis students have
Monica Atencio
Contributing Reporter

The Berkeley native
Jennifer Ledford
Contributing Reporter
89-year-old Grada DeBell, born in
1916, still lives on the land where she
was born. DeBell cherishes the stack of
photos, and strong memories, that
chronicle her history at 5119 Raleigh
Street, in the Berkeley neighborhood.
Grada remembers when North Denver
looked and felt entirely different. In the
1950s and 60s, she rode her horse,
Beauty, around the neighborhood.
Sharing photos taken from her property
in the early 1900s, Gracia pointed out
the faded view of a train in the distance,
the steam engine's smoke rising above
the horizon. She described the view of
the mountains from her hilltop home.
She spoke of the area where the Handy
Market now sits, on 52 nd and Tennyson ,
and explains how she used to know the family of owners. "[Back then] there
were no people, no houses, just a field," Gracia described.
Gracia's parents moved to Denver in 1903, after immigrating to the United
States from Germany. George's diagnosis with tuberculosis provoked the couple to move the open, airy mountain atmosphere outside Denver. Berkeley and
the Highlands boasted pure clean air which attracted tuberculars to the areas. A
large tent colony located at 45th and Zenobia Street became the home for many
patients who lived in tents consisting of wooden floors and walls up to about four
feet ahd canvas sides and tops.
Until they built their own home in the 1920s, Gracia and George Hess lived in
a shack on the land . Gracia, an only child, witnessed her father's construction of
their new house when she was seven years old. One day, however, Gracia stood
watch while her father suffered from a terrible coughing fit.. "He started coughing and he couldn't stop," she remembered. "I didn't know for years later what it
was. It was his lungs. He coughed up his lungs."
"I was trying to get help," Gracia said as she described the tragedy.
Unfortunately, the advent of the telephone at the time, too premature for e~ergency calls, relied on the advice of the operator who told Gracia to get a neighbor. George Hess passed away in 1923 as a result of this coughing spell.
In April 1938, Gracia married the man she met while working in Cress' department store. Her husband made braces for the handicapped (he died in 1971 as
a result of leukemia).
In 1958, Gracia and her beloved horse, Beauty, were featured in Life
Magazine. "It was the highlight of the neighborhood," said Hel_en Wieman,
Gracia's neighbor for almost 60 years. The horse could do several t~1cks and was
great with the children. Weiman fondly remembered the young neighborhood.
See Berkeley Native on page 6
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Berkeley Native from page 5

There were about eight children on the block at the time, "and now there's
none," she said.
Beauty's feature in Life presented her dressed in a lea of flowers, surrounded
by neighborhood children, and pulling an old-fashioned buggy. When asked
about her adored horse, Grada's face lights up. "I've always loved animals," she
explained as Thomas, one of her black cats, purred and curled up on her lap. A
loop in the zoning for the area has left Grada's property declared as agricultural
due to its history, so she owns 10 cats, the maximum allowed for her property.
Grada also used to take her dog up to the mountains to explore Jeep trails,
part of a group called Jeepers Creepers. The lure of the Colorado outdoors

Gloria Rudden has lived in the neighborhood since 1933.
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Crim.e at Regis
Perceptions, experiences, and statistics
Rebecca Polson
Contributing Reporter

First Impressions
A few days before the beginning of
classes in the 2004-2005 school year,
Cathy moved into her new dorm room
in O'Connell Hall. That night, after a
busy day of unpacking, orientation
activities, and introducing herself over
and over again to new classmates, she
was invited to an off-campus party
being thrown by some sophomores to
kick off the new semester. She and a
few of her new dormmates decided to
go check it out and set off, attempting
to follow the directions an upperclassman had given them. In the dark they
wandered through the strange new
unfamiliar territory of the Regis campus. Their roundabout route eventually
took them past the townhouses and
across the rugby field to a gate at the
could not keep Grada inside, as most of her pictures illustrate.
"The animals have been here forever," Grada explained, "It's the people that northeast corner of campus. The gate
opened to a residential, dead-end
came, and [they) think (the animals] should be gone."
"My grandkids like to go visit and see all the cats. [Grada's] so good to ani- street where the noise of students celebrating the beginning of another
mals," Helen Wieman explained.
school year led them the rest of the
way to the party.
Neighbors
Cathy enjoyed herself for while, but
Helen and Gus Wieman live at 5195 Raleigh, where they have resided for the
she
soon became exhausted with the
past 59 years. When the couple moved to the Berkeley neighborhood on August
1, 1947, their only neighbors consisted of the De Bell family up the street and one excitement of her first day at college.
She found her new roommate talking
other house.
Gus, an east Denver native, and his wife Helen, raised in the northwest with an upperclassman, and told her
Denver area near 37th and Newton, have never had the urge to move away from she was going back to the dorms. Her
the area. "I won't move because [this is where] I'm comfortable," Helen roommate said goodbye, but the
upperclassman said, "By yourself?."
explained.
Cathy
said, yes, she was going by herGus's occupation in 1955 encouraged him to ask his wife about the possibiliself,
and
he responded , "You should
ty of moving to Aurora because the company was moving. Helen refused. North
Denver, where Helen has spent all of her life, is her one and only home. The find someone to walk with you. You've
got to be careful around here.
couple raised four children, all of whom still live in Denver today.
Someone
got mugged on that field last
For neighbors like Grada, Gus and Helen, the Berkeley neighborhood is the
year."
only acceptable place to call home. They grew up here or near here, their famCathy hesitated for a moment and
ilies grew and thrived here. Even the more recent development of transient
considered
waiting to walk back until
housing in the area cannot threaten the bond between our elderly neighbors and
one
of
her
friends
was ready to leave.
their homes, their history in this neighborhood.
It was not a long walk and she had a
better sense of where she was going
Home from page 5
now, but the upperclassman's cautioning words made her nervous. She
when Willis Case died he gave his small fortune to the government, which found- remembered the warning her resident
ed the golf course in his name. Today the Willis Case Golf Course still stands and assistant had given to the girls at the
resides on 52 nd and Sheridan. Although originally only built with nine holes, it floor meeting earlier that day: Regis is
now has 18 holes, and a Shriner shine stands in the middle of the golf course.
in an urban neighborhood, and it's
With the stock market crash in 1929, the Shriners lost were not able to main- important to be cautious when you
tain the Mosque. El Jebel was forced to sell the Golf Course to the city of Denver walk around , especially late at night.
in 1936, in order to retain the Shrine. (There are over 500,000 Shriner members , Her RA had even mentioned that it was
and 191 Shrine Temples located in the United States, Canada, Mexico and the good idea to travel in groups. Cathy's
Republic of Panama.)
first impression of the neighborhood
"The dirtiest word in my vocabulary is 'developer,'" said Gloria, president of led her to think that her RA's advice
Berkeley Neighborhood. According to Gloria, the land at 52nd and Sheridan would probably be well-followed, but
actually used to be a city dump that caught on fire. Developers Perini and Lucas Cathy decided she was too tired to
promised the community a "beautiful industrial area," Gloria said, but instead a stick around. She promised the upperclassman she would be careful and
strip mall and trailer park emerged atop the smoldering landfill.
began
the walk back to her residence
Gloria reflects on how in the 1950s, with the opening of Lakeside Shopping
hall.
Center, many of the local mom and pops stores on Tennyson began going out of
business. At first, people believed the new center wouldn't affect the area , but
"Vegas Safer than Denver"
soon it became a place where the locals would go.
The independent research institute
See Gloria on page 7
Morgan Quitno Press, released thei~
popular annual rankings of the most
dangerous cities in the United States in
October 2006. The city of Saint Louis,
still giddy with World Series glory just a
few days after the conclusion of the
championship season, was awarded
the top spot. The city even beat out the
same competitor for its title. The city of
Detroit took second place to Saint
Louis in both baseball and crime.

Photo by Graham Hunt
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Denver was labeled the 59th most
dangerous of the 371 cities that were
included in the survey. The Denver
Post acknowledged the release of the
rankings in "Survey: Vegas Safer than
Denver" (Las Vegas, Nevada, came in
at number 70). Several other Colorado
cities were also included in the rank-

ings. Aurora was ranked the 115th
most dangerous city, while Boulder
and Arvada were closer to the opposite
end of the spectrum as the 63rd and
72 nd safest cities in the country
respectively.

Localized Danger
Of the 1,260 students enrolled in
Regis' traditional college program, 597
students are living on campus, and at
least 303 have local off-campus
addresses. As a previous article in the
Highlander explained, about 191 of
those off campus live in the immediate
vicinity of the university. Safety, both
on campus and in the surrounding
neighborhood, is an issue that affects
these students and all members of the
Regis community who spend a portion
of their day at the university.
The neighborhood in which Regis is
located can be neatly defined using the
city's official neighborhood boundaries.
The City of Denver is divided into 78
neighborhoods, and the divisions are
used in collecting and reporting local
data in categories such as demographics and crime. The area around Regis
consists of two of these neighborhoods, the Regis neighborhood and
the larger Berkeley neighborhood . The
rough boundaries of these neighborhoods are 52nd and 38th Avenues to
the north and south, and Federal and
Sheridan to the east and west.
According to the Denver Department
of Safety's Crime Rankings, the most
common type of crime for both Regis
and Berkeley is auto theft. In 2005,
auto thieves stole or attempted to steal
175 vehicles. The areas also had a
high incidence of burglary, defined as
"the unlawful entry of a structure to
commit a felony or theft." There were
a total of 170 reported burglaries in the
two neighborhoods in 2005. There
were 29 aggravated assaults, 5 sexual
assaults, and 26 robberies. Only one
homicide was reported.
If the Morgan Quitno Press ranked
the neighborhoods of Denver from
most dangerous to safest, Sun Valley
would be labeled most dangerous, and
Five Points would take second. Regis
would be ranked at 35th most danger·ous and Berkeley would be 39th .
These rankings are based on census
data available from 72 of the 78 neighborhoods in Denver.
Like most statistics, including the real
statistics from the Morgan Quitno
Press, the usefulness of the data on
neighborhood crime is limited. But
these statistics help put the crime that
exists in Denver and in the neighborhoods around Regis in perspective.
The Denver Department of Safety's
crime data is also useful in revealing
the types of crime that most commonly
occur in the Regis and Berkeley neighborhoods. This allows residents to take
measures to protect themselves from
the crimes of which they are most likely to become a victim.

More Localized Danger
At any given time on the Regis campus, at least two security officers and a
shift supervisor are on duty. The security officers patrol the campus 24 hours
a day by bike, on foot, and in vehicles.
Their goal , according to Campus
Safety's mission statement is "to create and maintain a safe environment
where the Regis University mission of
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higher education can thrive." Assistant
Director Aaron J. Hofkamp says one of
the most important goals of Campus
Safety is having a "visible presence"
on campus to deter crime and make
members of the Regis community feel
safe while they are on campus.
Each year, the Department of
campus Safety issues a Campus
Safety Report that is made available in
their offices in the Student Center. It
provides statistics on the number of
major offenses that have occurred on
campus for the last three years. The
numbers are quite low. In 2005, there
were a total of 19 reported major
offenses committed on the campus.
There were seven burglaries and
seven incidents of motor vehicle theft.

Feature
name given by Regis students to
Rocky Mountain Lake Park, "Rape
Lake," and claims that the language
and attitude of Regis students is
degrading and harmful to the community.
But negative language and attitudes
may not be the only things causing
harm in the neighborhood. Students'
concerns about neighborhood safety
are at least partially grounded in reality. McGoff acknowledges in her article
that the term "Rape Lake" may have
originated from actual assault, in 1994:
"The Denver Police Department notified Campus Safety of a sexual assault
at Rocky Mountain Lake Park.
Campus Safety decided to send out
notices in order to inform the students
to be aware."
For McGoff and others, this one incident, over 12 years ago, seems little
reason for perpetuating fear of the
neighborhood among Regis students.
But more recent events in the neighborhood, both experienced first hand
and heard through the grapevine, keep
students on guard.
In collected stories, a crime several
Regis students reported first- and second-hand experience with was car
theft. Others were assaults, robberies,
and encounters with aggressors. Rory
Delaney, an Irish exchange student
studying at Regis this fall , said while
walking back to campus from a party
"me and the two lads I was with were
approached by another lad as we got

Do You Feel Safe?
Regis students have varying opinions about the Regis and Berkeley
neighborhoods. Many feel perfectly
safe and comfortable here, while others worry for their safety. In a survey of
eleven Regis freshmen, respondents
were asked to describe the neighborhood around Regis and to comment on
whether they felt safe in it. Some
respondents were very positive. One
described it as "very nice." Another
said, "I feel very safe in this neighborhood." But unqualified positive statements were outnumbered by more dismal evaluations of the neighborhood.
In answering the same questions,
other respondents called it "very
shady," "g[h]etto," and "somewhat low to 52nd and Meade, who threatened to
class." One respondent said, "I think stab us ifwe looked at him." A responthe neighborhood is kind of trashy; lit- dent from the survey mentioned above
ter is everywhere, beer cans, spray said, "My roommate was attacked by a
paint. .. I don't like it. It makes me feel crazy guy on the way home from
uncomfortable to walk around in it school. He followed her to the Handy
even in broad day light."
Mart and then waited outside for her."
The fear for personal safety that sur- Last year, former student body presivey respondents expressed seems to dent Frank Haug wrote about his expeaffect a significant portion of the stu- rience of being mugged on the parking
dent body. This manifests itself in cir- lot near the townhouses in the
culating stories of neighborhood Highlander.
crimes, warnings, and language. Last
According to Denver census data,
March , witnessing this trend, Mo residents in both the Regis and
McGoff wrote in the opinion section of Berkeley neighborhoods are approxiThe Highlander, "I believe that the lan- mately 30 percent Hispanic, and
guage and attitude toward Rocky crimes committed by this community
Mountain Lake Park and the surround- can create racist sentiment among vicing community should be addressed." tims. One student told a story she
She condemns in particular the nick- heard firsthand from a friend who was

Gloria

continued from page 6

Gloria said she didn't do anything
about the development, she said there
was nothing she could do, and she had
to just let things happen as they would.
Then in 1964, COOT wanted to put up
1-70 right through the center of this
town . They auctioned off homes and
tore down others and began building 170 where it now stands, around 54 th
and Sheridan.
At this point, Gloria became very
concerned about the area ; she saw all
that was once land, now being taken
over by developers. The strip mall on
54th and Sheridan was built on a pasture of land. The Shriners leased out
about 69 acres, partly to a gravel company that eventually bought it and
turned it into the Denver landfill. After a
couple of years it was turned into the
strip mall and a trailer park. Today it iincludes a small trailer park, restaurants,
and a flower shop.
When Gloria heard that developers
want to build on 87 acres off of 56th
and Tennyson, Gloria was outraged
and wanted to stop the development.
She called two of her friends and
asked them to help; they agreed and
tried to get an open space tax. An
Open Space tax was the only thing
they could do to preserve the land .

They called Crystal Gray, of the Parks
Department, and she told them exactly what they needed to do in order to
preserve this land. They would need to
get the open space tax put on the ballot, and get it passed by the people.
Gloria and her friends got the open
space tax on the 1996 Adams County
ballot, but the tax failed. She was
determined for it to pass, and in 1998,
it was back on the ballot. This time the
open space tax passed and now generates millions of dollars a year. Just
recently the open space tax passed for
another 20 years, and Gloria has high
hopes that someone is going to continue preserving the land.
Gloria has continued to preserve the
area. She has been on the Adams
County board for many years, and has
hopes of passing the reins. Gloria
knows that we cannot change everything, but also recognizes that we have
the opportunity to take things into our
own hands.
"People have more power than they
think; they just have to know how to
get there ," said Gloria. She believes
that we must use all of our resources,
and once we do.outcomes are
inevitable. Gloria loves her home, and
believes she will live in the Berkeley
neighborhoods for the rest of her life.

assaulted while walking through the
neighborhood at night. She said, "The
guys that assaulted him were
Mexicans. That left a bad impression
on him about Mexicans." In the fall of
2005, a former Regis student was also
assaulted by what he described as a
group of Hispanic men, while walking
back to the dorms from a house party
where a conflict between Regis students and Hispanic residents had
occurred. He expressed distrust of
Hispanics as a result of the incident.
Some stories are unconfirmed or
mostly forgotten. But these stories still
have the power to affect perceptions.
Grapevine stories about a shooting at
the Burger King on Federal and the
one Cathy was told on her first night at
Regis about a mugging on the rugby
field are familiar to many Regis students who cannot confirm their actual
occurrence.
According to Hofkamp, the mugging
on the rugby field never occurred, at
least not during the five years he has
worked at Regis. The only on-campus
mugging that has been reported in that
time was Haug's. But these stories are
still recounted with certainty and fear.
Whether true or false, they affect some
students' sense of security.
Despite the fact that many of those
who use the term "Rape Lake" do not
know the story of its origin, the nickname that apparently resulted from the
sexual assault in Rocky Mountain Lake
Park has become part of the Regis
vocabulary and the assault lingers in
the subconscious of the student body.
Don't Be an Easy Target
Being informed about crime in the
area can help students avoid becoming a victim . Regis' Campus Safety
office has recognized the high incidence of auto theft in the neighborhood, and a flyer from the Denver
Police Department, "Will Your Vehicle
Still Be There When You Get Back?," is
available in their office. It provides tips
on avoiding auto theft, such as keeping
valuables out of sight and avoiding
parking next to large vehicles that may
conceal the actions of a thief. It also
warns that leaving a parked vehicle
unattended and running is against the
law, and leads to a large percentage of
Berkeley development
In the mid-1800s, explorer Jim
Baker settled on the south bank of
Clear Creek, with his family.
He
began a trading post and operated a
ferry, and later a toll bridge, to transport travelers across the creek. After
the death of a daughter, historian Ruth
Wiberg writes, Baker decided to relocate to a ranch on the Snake River,
just south of the Colorado-Wyoming
border.
After John Brisban Walker, another early landowner, sold his alfalfa
farm in 1888, the new owner developed a suburb on the land. The new
development included 35 houses, and
was said to have "more than 1700
acres, including a park of 160 acres
and college grounds of 50 acres,"
according to a national newspaper,
Frank Leslie 's Illustrated, in its
September 1889 issue.
"There is no more healthful spot
anywhere, without the dust, smoke,
and odors of the city. There is abundant water, pure air, and rich soil.
There is a superior water system .
Long known as the finest alfalfa field
in Colorado, its innumerable ditches
and abundant water are no less useful
to the owner of a home with spacious
grounds....There are cable lines and
motor lines. . .. No intoxicating liquors
are sold in the suburb," the paper
declared.
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auto thefts in the winter.
Hofkamp pointed out that in all four
of the vehicle break-ins that have
occurred so far this year on campus
the victims left valuables such as purses or laptops in their vehicle in plain
sight He recommends keeping these
items on your person to avoid theft.
The stories and statistics on assaults
discourage walking alone at night, and
the burglary numbers suggest that
locking doors and windows is a smart
precaution. Hofkamp believes simply
being aware of your surroundings is
often the best way to stay out of trouble.
What Happened to Cathy?
Nothing bad happened to Cathy that
first night on campus. She made it
home safely, and for the remainder of
her freshman and sophomore year she
lived on campus and frequently walked
to the apartments across the rugby
field and other houses in the Regis
neighborhood to visit off-campus
friends. She did not have a car, so she
also walked to Everyday and Coffee on
the Lowell. Occasionally, she would
even walk up Lowell Boulevard all the

way to 32nd Avenue to eat at Chipotle
or Heidi's. She never felt completely
safe walking around alone, particularly
at night, so she walked in groups when
she could. She bought pepper spray
and kept it in her purse, but she never
needed it. Despite the foreboding
warnings she received that first night,
Cathy has always found the Regis
neighborhood to be perfectly safe.
No statistics can prove or disprove
whether the Regis neighborhood is
safe. Regis students have an array of
experiences that affect their sense of
security or insecurity on and off campus. Some feel uncomfortable here
because the neighborhood they grew
up in was much different. Some are
fearful because they have been the
victims of crimes. Some are cautious
because they have heard rumors
about assaults and shootings. Some
feel safe because they have never had
a negative experience. But no matter
how they feel, Regis and the surrounding neighborhoods are an important
part of their lives.
With Berkeley's development came
the need for public transportation, as
the suburban neighborhood formed
and grew. In the early 20th century,
streetcars accounted for 90 percent of
transit.
• "Tramway, [which owned the system], was a political force in deciding
the area's destiny," Goodstein
claimed.
Developers often paid
streetcar operators to extend lines to
their new neighborhoods.
The popularity of the automobile
threatened Tramway's future. As driving became more popular for commuters, buildings were demolished to
make room for parking lots and streetcar lines were paved over to make
way for automotive lanes.
To address the issue of downtown
congestion , work on the Valley
Highway, now 1-25, began in 1948. 170 was built in the 1960s.
In 1964, construction on the second segment of I-70 through Denver
began, generally following W. 48th
Avenue through northwest Denver.
According
to
the
Colorado
Department
of
Transportation
(COOT), the most difficult part of constructing this segment involved
threading the highway past Rocky
Mountain Park, Berkeley Lake. Lake
Rhoda, and between Berkeley Park
and Willis Case Golf Course.
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Victory never tasted so sweet
Katie Simons
Sports Editor
On a warm spring day the occasional baseball fan may make their way to
the baseball field, hoping to catch a
Regis baseball four game series. One
might notice the field's freshly cut
grass and players taking batting practice. Another may scan the dugout or
infield for a familiar face, a friend who
wears the Ranger blue and gold.
However, what one casual fan may not
notice is Jeff Mielnicki warming up in
the bullpen. To them he may just be
another pitcher, but Mielnicki is much
more than that. Besides being a great
pitcher, one of Regis' best of all time in
fact, as he holds the record for career
appearances at Regis, Mielnicki is a
warrior who has overcome so much to
get where he is now.
Mielnicki was born with physical
deformities which stemmed from nerve
damage in his back. Throughout his
life he required 22 different surgeries
to correct these problems, with four of
those surgeries on his back and three
on his foot. As a result six screws were
placed in his left foot, which, for him as
a pitcher, is his push-off foot. He spent
the first four months of his life in ICU
and doctors told him he would never
walk, let alone ever play baseball.
Wilma Rudolph, a famous Olympic
track and field star, dealt with many of
the same issues. She was diagnosed
with polio at the age of four and wore
braces on her legs. At one time, her
left leg was paralyzed. But she overcame it all and won two gold medals
during the 1960 Olympics in Rome.
For Mielnicki, like Rudolph, quitting
was never an option. "It's always been
my goal to play collegiate baseball,
and now that I've done that, now I think
I'll be happy after I move on from
here," said Mielnicki.
Mielnicki battled throughout high
school to get where he is today. He
had his last back surgery in ninth
grade and even then the prospects
weren't promising, according to doctors. The surgery lasted 15 hours and

doctors said it was possible that the
feeling in the left side of his body may
not come back. The surgery was successful, but Mielnicki says to this day
there are places below his waist where
sometimes there is no feeling.
Despite the surgeries and everything
else Mielnicki made it to the tryout his
sophomore year. However, he was
dealt yet another blow. On the second
day of tryouts, he was rushed to the
hospital because of a bone infection in
his foot. Doctors wanted to amputate
his foot but his mother decided to go
with homeopathic methods instead.
Mielnicki took oregano pills which
helped get rid of the infection and he
was able to make the junior varsity as
a sophomore.
Mielnicki played baseball all four
years in high school and earned two
letters. He also helped guide his team
to the state tournament as both a junior and senior and garnered an all-conference selection his senior year.
Mielnicki says his high school coach
was very helpful throughout and connected with Coach McDermott at
Regis. Both his high school and college coaches have embraced his
physical disability and, despite the fact
that Mielnicki can not participate in certain activities like the rest of his teammates, he works out just as hard.
McDermott purchased a stationary
bike for Mielnicki because his condition
does not allow him to run. He has his
own specialized workout, which
includes such exercises as lunges.
Mielnicki wears braces, as well as a lift
in his shoe, because his left hip and
leg are two inches shorter than his
right. While some coaches may see
this as negative or may look at a player and call them weak, Mielnicki sees it
differently, "[McDermott) was getting
someone who couldn't run bl.it he was
getting someone with a lot of heart."
Mielnicki has been through so much
and he stills continues to battle through
his senior season, playing with three
broken toes that will require more surgery after he finishes up his career. But
just like everything else in his life

Seniors help lead the way in the win

Photo by Katie Simons

Mielnicki did not want a physical complication to slow him down his final
season on the mound.
All of these experiences and the pain
Mielnicki has dealt with have only
made him stronger over the years. "If I
hadn't dealt with it, I would be one of
those people that take sports for granted and their ability. I actually go out
there and get upset when people are
jerks about it," he said.
He believes that all of this is a testament to the faith that McDermott has in
him. And McDermott has all the faith in
the world. Both recall an incident early
in Mielnicki's career during a game
against South Dakota. McDermott
brought Mielnicki in to pitch and immediately the other team took notice in a
not so nice way calling Mielnicki a
"gimp." Mielnicki says the ridicule is
hard and McDermott would have none
of it as he approached the opposing
team's dugout in defense of Mielnicki.
Mielnicki is thankful for all those people in his life who have been supportive, particularly his parents and his
fiancee. When you ask McDermott
about Mielnicki you will find someone
not only supportive but a person that
sees so much more: a man who won't
be afraid to shed a tear when

Mielnicki's career finishes.
McDermott has a place in his office
on the wall where he displays the
names from the backs of former player's jerseys, after they graduate. It is a
small shrine or mini Hall of Fame but
most importantly an every day
reminder of those players. "[Mielnicki)
will be one of those few guys that you
always will miss; you'll measure the
standard of other people against him,"
McDermott said. Despite his physical
condition McDermott always believes
in Mielnicki, "I'd like to sit there and say
this guy overachieved and did these
things I didn't believe he could do. I
believe he could do it the day he
walked in and I've always treated him
like that."
Mielnicki is a warrior in every sense
of the word and McDermott says he's
got rubber arm because although he
uses Mielnicki him three or four times
in a weekend, he always bounces
back. "He's very dependable. His
approach on the field is exactly what
his approach off the field is. He's gotten thrown a bad hand with his physical health but he's dealing with the
hand dealt him," said McDermott. Not
only has Mielnicki dealt with it, but truly
overcome it.

Golf teams make a solid showing at RMAC championships
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

Katie Simons
Sports Editor
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On Senior Day the Rangers took
control early in the first half and never
looked back as they defeated
lindenwood (Mo.) 16-8. Seniors Jen
Gunlikson, Jenny Thornton, Caroline
Herter, Kate Herter, and Chrissy Yetter
all made contributions.
Four of the five seniors scored goals
Caroline Herter led the way for the
seniors with three while Yetter tallied
two and Gunlikson and Thornton each
scored one a piece. Those four also
combined for 17 ground balls.
The Rangers were led by a balanced

scoring attack as eight different players' notched goals. While the seniors
played well on their day it was Amanda
Ponzer that netted five goals for RU as
well as three assists and five ground
balls in the game. Becca Gargaro
added two goals while Maggie
Stephenson and Lillian Yanni also
added one goal each , Stephenson collected four ground balls as well.
Brittany Farniok faced 16 shots in
the game saved eight to earn the win
for Regis. The Rangers will play a
make up game against Colorado on
Thursday, April 19; game time to be
determined.

The Regis men's golf team took fifth
at the RMAC championships this past
weekend at the Ute Creek Golf Course
in Loveland , CO. The Rangers finished
with at three-day score of 919.
Western New Mexico took first shooting a score of 884 barely beating out
University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs who scored 885 in the tournament. WNM's Marcus Molina won the
individual title with a score of 217 while
three of his teammates had top five finishes.
Photo by Jake Strait
RU's best finish came from Blake
Shiramato, who finished ninth and Josh Wagner
posted a three day score of 225.
New Mexico took the title on the
Shiramato open with a 73 and posted
women's side as well with a team of
a 76 on the final two days of play. Josh
647. They had the top three finishers in
Wagner finished tied for 15th with a
the tournament. Heather Dorris won
score of 231 and Miles Philpy placed the individual title with a score of 154.
22nd with a 235. Wagner posted the
The Rangers shot a combined 370
best score for a freshman and was
on day one and a 369 on day two.
named the RMAC Freshmen of the
They were led by Victoria Ybarra who
Year. Philpy posted his best score on
finished in seventh place with a score
the final day shooting a 75 which was
of 171. Cecilia Silfverskiold cracked
good for second best of the day.
the top ten finishing tenth with a twoThe women were also in action at
day score of 175.
the South Suburban Golf Course and
shot a team score of 739. Western
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.Rangers get win against Dixie State and hand Mavericks their
third loss in RMAC this season
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

A windy day made for an interesting
game as Dixie State took the trip from
Utah for a game with the Rangers. The
game was not short on excitement as
the two teams combined to score 27
runs, 34 hits, and four home runs.
Regis picked up the 15-12 win on the
back of two home runs by Sean
Chase.
RU scored 15 runs on 19 hits and
knocked three out of the park, two
courtesy of Chase that came in the
same inning. Dixie State put up crazy
numbers as well, scoring 12 runs on
15 hits and one home run, as well as
two triples. Despite the balls leaving
the park the game included seven
errors.
Sean Chase hit two home runs in the
Regis did their damage in the secand a 13-11 lead for Regis.
ond when they scored eight runs to
Derek Brym earned his eighth save
jump out to an early lead. Chase got
of the season as he came in to finish
going in this inning as he led off with a
up the ninth. He struck out two batters
solo shot to centerfield and closed out
and did not allow a walk or a hit in the
the inning with a three run homer.
inning. Bruns finished the day going a
Chase went 2-for-5 on the day with
perfect 5-for-5 with two RBIs and two
four RBIs, two runs scored and his fifth
runs scored. While Materre was solid
and sixth home runs of the season.
going 3-for-5 with three RBIs, three
Mike Benton, Ross Pibal, and Etienne
runs scored and a stolen base.
Materre contributed in the second colAfter an early week game the
lecting base hits while Jordan Bruns hit
Rangers looked to knock the king of
a two-run double.
the RMAC off his throne, Mesa State.
The Rebels fired back with a threeBut on the back of strong pitching
run, four-run and two-run inning to cut
Mesa State practically shut out the
into the Ranger lead. Dixie State got
Rangers in their first day of play. In two
back-to-back triples with one out in the
games RU mustered just five runs all
inning to add four runs to their score.
of which came in game one as they fell
They took the lead in the top of the
10-5. While Regis was shut out in
sixth and scored two runs to give
game two 9-0 as Mesa State earned
themselves a 11-10 lead.
the sweep.
RU came right back in the bottom of
Both pitchers started the game off
the sixth with three more runs. Materre
strong. Craig Deaver pitched two
· lead off the inning with a base hit and
scoreless innings to start out the game
stole his 1oth base of the season to
for RU. He allowed just one hit and
advance to second. Bruns came up to
struck out three innings. MSC pitcher
bat and hit a double that put runners at Brett Armour was equally as impressecond and third with no outs. Then
sive. He struck out three batters and
Dan Kozloski came up to bat, took the
allowed one hit as well.
_first pitch, and hit it over the right field
But it was short lived as both teams'
fence for the third home run of the day bats came alive in the third inning.

the Ranger batters down. He pitched
a complete game shutout allowing just
three hits and improving to 7-0 on the
season.
Brennan Bonati took the loss for
Regis as he fell to 3-4 on the season.
Bonati was solid through the first four
innings allowing just six hits and no
runs. Unfortunately the fifth and sixth
innings did him in as he gave up five
runs before being relieved by Jeff
Mielnicki.
On day two the Rangers came out
with a split handing Mesa State just
their third loss in the RMAC. Regis fell
in game one 11-3 but came back
strong in game two for the 6-1 win
thanks to a strong performance on the
mound by Phil Silva.
Photo by Brett Stakelin
Kellen Knudson struck out 1Obatters
in game one and it was two pitches
Ranger win aginst Dixie State.
that did the damage. As those two
Mesa State got on the board first when
pitches gave up a two and three run
Matt Miller hit a three run shot to give
shots. He falls to 0-2 on the season.
the Mavericks a 3-0 lead. Regis
RU collected eight hits in the game
answered with a pair of runs in the botbut wasn't able to put any runs on the
tom half of the inning to close the gap.
board until the bottom of the sixth
Stephen Hanson led things off in the
inning. Etienne Materre and Jordan
inning with a double to centerfield.
Bruns collected multiple hits, Materre
Tyler Hageman followed Hanson with
was 2-for-4 and Bruns with 3-for-5.
a triple to bring in Hanson. Hageman
Phil Silva took the mound in game
then came around to score after a sac
two for the start for just the second
fly by Etienne Materre to make the
time this season and threw a no-hitter
score 3-2.
through the first four innings. In five
While Regis managed to cut into the
innings he allowed just one hit and
lead Mesa State scored in the next
struck out four.
three innings to increase their lead to
The Rangers got on the board in the
9-2. During the fourth, fifth and sixth
bottom of the second when Dan
innings collected two home runs and
Kozloski, Sean Chase and Max
four other hits that helped give them a
Regalado all got base hits. Regis
commanding lead.
jumped out to 5-0 lead after doubles by
The Rangers tacked one more run
David Losasso and Chase in the fourth
onto the scoreboard in the bottom of
inning as well as a RBI base hit by
the sixth when Don Kozloski hit his fifth Peter Whatley. Bruns finished the
home run of the season. RU made an Mavericks off with a solo home run in
attempt at a bottom of the ninth rally
the fifth, his second of the season.
when they scored two runs. They manRegis is now 17-23 overall and 9-16
aged to collect four base hits with two
in the RMAC. They will be on the road
outs to score the two runs, but Armour for their next eight games starting with
struck out the final batter to end the
a four-game series at Colorado School
game.
of Mines on Friday, April 20 at 3:00 pm.
Game two was all Owen Williams,
the pitcher for the Mavericks, who shut

Ranger softball splits the weekend with Chadron State
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

After having another weekend series
cancelled due to poor weather, RU
traveled to Chadron State hoping to
get in four games and come out with
some wins. The Rangers used a seven
run seventh inning to secure a 9-1 win
~gainst the Eagles in game one. While
m game two RU came up just short in
a seventh inning rally to fall 8-7.
The Rangers got on the board in
game one in the first inning after a
base hit to left field by Anna Schafer.
Michelle Johnston then doubled to left
to score Schafer. Chadron State
answered with a run in the first, but
Regis took back the lead in the third.
Melissa Backlund was hit by a pitch
and Schafer advanced her to second
with a sac bunt. Two batters later
Mariah Piper hit a single to center field
that scored Backlund to give Regis a
2-1 lead.
After three straight scoreless innings
!he Rangers came back strong, scoring seven runs in the seventh to put
t~e game away. The Rangers were
aided by three Eagle errors, a passed
ball, and two walks. RU also hit four
d~ubles in the inning , three coming
~ 1th two outs on the board. Early in the
tnning Regis had runners on second
and third when a fielder's choice

scored Christine Gardella from third
base. The bases were loaded with no
outs when Piper came to the plate and
hit a three run double. Piper was the
first to score in the string of doubles,
the first off the bate Lindsey Witty to
right field. Erica Solano doubled as
well and advanced to third on an error
to score Witty. Gardella was the fourth
Ranger in the inning to double as
advanced to third on an error which
scored Solano to total seven runs in
the inning.
Kaitlyn Gentert earned the win as
she pitched a complete game allowing
just three hits and one run that came in
the 1st inning. She also struck out four
as she improved her record to 12-5 on
the season.
Game two went down to the wire as
Regis scored two runs in second to
jump out to an early 2-0 lead. Those
two runs came off the bat of Jacki
Martinez. She hit her third home run of
the season. In the bottom of the inning
CSU scored three runs to recapture
the lead with back-to-back home runs,
the first a two-run shot by Katelyn
Moore and the second a solo shot by
Britt McEndaffer.
It was a back and forth battle and
Chadron State took an 8-5 lead into
the seventh the Rangers battled back
but came up short. Both Martinez and
Monica Atencio led off the inning with

singles. Witty advanced the runners
with a sac bunt and Gardella advanced
on an error that would score Martinez.
While Backlund hit into a fielder's
choice that allowed Martinez to score
the next batter grounded out to third
and ended the game.
Gentert and Ali Davenport pitched
three innings each for Regis.
Davenport allowed six runs on five hits
while in relief Gentert allowed three
hits and three runs. Davenport took the
loss for RU as she dropped to 6-10 on
the season. Jacki Martinez was the
only Ranger player with multiple hits in
game two as she was 2-for-3 with
three RBIs and three runs scored.
Day two brought another split for the
Rangers and this day it was all about
the pitchers. RU lost game one 6-4 but
came back strong in game two and a
solid performance by Ali Davenport
helped them to a 3-2 victory.
In game one Kaitlyn Gentert retired
the first nine Eagle batters and did not
allow a hit until the fourth inning.
Gentert unfortunately lost some steam
as she gave up six runs on five hits in
the fifth inning.
RU got on the board first in the top
of the fith as Amber Sivetts, Erica
Solano and Lindsey Witty all collected
base hits. Christine Gardella drove in
both Solano and Witty with a two out
single to give Regis the lead.

Regis attempted to rally again in the
seventh. They started the inning of
with a walk while the next batter
Monica Atencio singled to put a runner
at second in scoring position. The following batters popped out but it
allowed Jacki Martinez to advance to
third . Melissa Backlund and Anna
Schafer came up with clutch back-toback singles with two outs that scoredboth
Atencio
and
Martinez.
Unfortunately the next batter popped
out to second to end the game.
In game two Ali Davenport led the
way as she pitched a complete game
giving up just four hits and only two
runs.
Regis put one run on the board in
the first as Backlund got things started
with a single and then stole second.
Schafer then singled and an error by
the leftfielder allowed Backlund to
score from second.
The Ranagers got two more runs
both home runs. Witty hit her second
home run of the season in the second
inning. While Michelle Johnston hit her
team leading seventh of the season in
the third inning which would be the difference.
The Rangers record is now 20-16
overall and 10-11 in the RMAC. They
will return home this weekend to take
on CSU-Pueblo, first game scheduled
for Saturday, April 21at 12:00 p.m.
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First Music Performance Major to perform voice
recital this Wednesday
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor

l

Regis' music program has been
growing by leaps and bounds for several years; it was not so long ago that
Regis only offered a few music lessons
to students who were interested in taking them without pursuing a career in
music. Today, Regis' music department hosts an impressive faculty and
almost a third of all Regis undergraduates participate in some level of lessons each year. Also, Regis now
offers not one, but three different
music degrees: a B.A. in Music, a B.A.
in Music History and Literature, and a
B.A. in Music Performance. The Music
Performance major is particularly significant because it is the most visible
way for the community· to measure a
music department's progress; the first
students who give recitals to earn the
Performance major will be introducing
the community to Regis' music program, setting the standard for years to
come.
Regis senior Emily Manion finds herself in just such a position, bearing the
privilege and responsibility of being the
first student at Regis to graduate with a
B.A. in Music Performance. Despite
being a growing program without an
established reputation in the world of
music conservatories and universities,
Regis has found in Manion a music
student who pushes Regis to compete
with other universities in music just as
it does in academics.
Regis is especially lucky to have
Manion since it wasn't the first school
she attended after high school. After
graduating from D'Evelyn High School
in Denver, Manion attended the
Lamont School of Music at the
University of Denver. Even though it is
considered one of the top music
schools in the state, Manion only spent
a year at D.U. When asked why she
transferred, Manion replied, "I did really, really well there musically and I

grew a lot there. I found my classical
voice there.
However, that music
school is a conservatory: you live,
sleep, and breathe music. I went to a
really good high school and was

Photo courtesy of Emily Manion

Senior Emily Manion will be performing her senior voice recital as
Regis' first Music Performance
graduate.

exposed to so much; I ended up missing taking regular classes. I wanted to
take math, English, Religions, etc. I
couldn't do that in the conservatory."
Regis offered Manion the well-rounded
education she was looking for, even
though the music program was just
getting on its feet. "The music school
was just starting out at Regis and there
wasn't even a major. Dr. Davenport
took me under his wing, this whole
school did .
Yes , I am the first
Performance Music Major at Regis, but
I would not trade that for the world."
Manion has had a hand in almost
every aspect of music at Regis. The
same girl who won first place on Ed
McMahon's Next Big Star in the musical theater category when she was sixteen has played major roles in West
Side Story, Crazy for You, and
Footloose with the Regis Ramblers.

Also, Manion's talent has graced the
music ministry on Regis for the past
two years. Between her extracurricular contributions and her involvement
in the music department at Regis,
Manion will be sorely missed after she
graduates. "I am not sure about my
plans after graduation. It is really hitting me that I am graduating and it is
scary. All I know is I love to sing and it
makes me really happy. No matter
what I do, music will always be a huge
part of my life."
Now, as Manion's experience at
Regis comes to a finish, she prepares
to give what will be the first senior
recital by a Music Performance major
in Regis history. On Wednesday, April
18 at 7:30, Manion will give a concert
of music from the Baroque; Classical ,
Romantic, and 20th Century eras.
Although she will be accompanied by
Rosanna Patrona-Aurand on piano for
most of the recital , Manion will also be
joined on stage by Anna Schafer
(voice), Mark Davenport (recorder),
Leland Hoover (viola da gamba), and
William
Adams
{harpsichord).
Between the variety of songs on the
program; , the unique array of instrumentation , and Manion's talent, this
recital promises to be one of the best
to be held at Berkeley Church (one
block west of campus).
Even under the pressure, Manion
seems more excited than nervous
about the recital. "I am so excited that
I even have trouble sleeping at night!
My adrenaline has sure been pumping!" Of all the concerts and recitals
given at Regis this year, Manion's
promises to be one of the best.
Manion recognizes that the significance of this recital extends beyond
her own experience. "I think this is a
big accomplishment for Regis too
because we have been working so
hard to get a major and it finally has
happened."

KRCXAlbum
Spotlight:
Bright Eyes

Cassadaga
Kevin O'Brien
KRCX Music Director

Conor Oberst has been called the
artist of a generation, the king of
Saddle Creek, and the next Bob
Dylan. But, if anything, Oberst has
built his career on the concept of not
caring about styles, locales, or titles.
Cassadaga features a list of guest
artists so long it could field a baseball team twice. At the age of 27,
Oberst has managed to take
Young's style of collaboration and fit
it into 62 minutes. Cassadaga
opens with Oberst's signature style
of prerecording and ambiance that
gives way to a laid back pace and
mature
vocals,
like
on
"Clairaudients (Kill or Be Killed)."
The second track, the fiddlescreaming "Four Winds," has a
presence that makes the listener
feel they will be listening to this track
in 25 years when their teenage son
is telling them about the next Conor
Oberst. But it is the last track, "Lime
Tree," that provides the perfect
amount of simplicity and melancholy, displaying the mark of a true
singer/songwriter.
Oberst, like Young , developed a
trademark sound over the course of
three albums, which eventually culminated in his biggest hit. It is clear
at this point in his career that Oberst
has created his equivalent of
Young's Harvest. Yet Young followed up Harvest with a string of
gritty rock records that challenged
those who tried to pigeonhole him.
Given Oberst's past apathy to critics, awards, and fame, he seems
poised to continue in Young's footsteps. It is uncertain which direction
Bright Eyes' music will take in the
future, but one thing is certain: all
the hype and the acclaim has led to
an album for a generation .

(

Footloo<fe,I

Wednesdays
@
8:00pm
*Students receive one free game with student I.D. *
Elitch Lanes 3825 Tennyson Denver CO (303) 4 77-1633

This past weekend, the Regis Ramblers performed their own rendition of
the class musical, Footloose/ The performance featured a number of wellknown 80s hits, excellent dance moves, and of course, those puffy sleeves.
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Enjoying The Long Winters
A unique concert of good music, powerful lyrics, and likeable rock artists
Brett Stakelin
Staff Reporter

Ever since I heard The Long
Winters' song "Mimi" playing on the
radio, I have been entranced by the
sound of their music. The song was so
simple sounding and yet so complex, I
knew I had to hear more. At the first
chance I got, I searched for them on
my trusty Internet computer, and my
ears were opened to a new world of
music.
I couldn't describe what it was about
their music, but I knew I loved it. I
asked around to see if anybody else
had been graced with the band's joyful
noises. To my surprise, I didn't know
anybody who had even heard of them.
There are even a few people who think
my Long Winters' t-shirt isn't a band,
but some sort of satirical smack at winter.

The song was so
simple sounding and yet
so complex, I knew I had
to hear more.
Three years later, the day I had been
waiting for finally came. The Long
Winters were playing a concert in a city
where I could actually see them. I was
sure to buy my tickets right away, but I
had a premonition that there was no
need to worry about the show selling
out. Having been at college for almost
an entire year, I still only knew five
people who had heard of the band , so
I was skeptical about how they would
be live. The night of the concert finally
came, and my friends and I drove
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Songwriter and Guitarist John Roderick played at the Bluebird Theater
with his band, The Long Winters.

down to the theater, excited about
what we would soon hear. We entered
the theater, well , not a theater, but a
medium sized room, with bare white
walls and no stage. The band had
already started playing, but it wasn't
the entire band. John Roderick, the
vocalist, was singing and playing his
acoustic guitar, and after the first song,
he explained how the drummer had
had it with playing small gigs, and took
off, and with him he took the other guitarist. Not really surprised, there were
only a handful of people there and the
music was very much sub par. How
could I have thought an unknown band
could put on a good show?
No, that is not at all true. In fact. that
was my dream the night before the

4703 West 52nd Ave
52nd & Sheridan

concert. I did have my doubts about
how good they would be, and if the
theater would be anything special , and
I was completely wrong. Their uniquely arranged music, with lush textures of
analog synths, organs, pianos, and
guitars, was amazingly recreated on
stage by all four of them , with no use of
back tracks. In somewhat of a euphoric stare, I watched in amazement as
they played song after song flawlessly.
Something unique about The Long
Winters' concert that I haven't seen at
any other concert is that they came out
on stage, played two songs, and the
rest of their set was audience
requests. For the first time at a concert, I knew every song they played,
which made it all the more special.

John Roderick's vocals, soulful and
pleasing to the ears, were at their best,
complimenting his unique (and sometimes strange), yet powerful lyrics.
Usually if a band is lyrically based,
they tend to lack musical talent, or they
disregard the lyrics and spend too
much time on their music.
The Long Winters have found a perfect niche between the two, beautifully
combining lyric and note into wonderful
songs. This leaves me confused to
why their fan base is as small as it is.
Releasing their albums under Seattle's
Barsuk Records, this "lndie" band
couldn't even fill up the 300-personcapacity Bluebird Theater. I'm not
going to plead with you to go buy their
records, but this is a good band with a
sound that sets them apart.
Along with the music, John
Roderick's humorous banter with the
audience added a nice, comical air to
the concert.
The concert concluded with a sho.r t
acoustic set with Roderick on acoustic
guitar and Eric Corson on bass. After
the first of the two songs, he mentioned how he received my e-mail
request on his blackberry on their way
to Denver and then asked if I was
there. Shyly, I waved my hand; I was
standing right in front of him. Here's
where I realized just how personable
this man is. Most rock and rollers act
as if they could care less about the
fans, but this was just the opposite.
From playing all of my favorites, to
meeting the band afterwards, this was
a great experience for me, and I am
sure any other concert goers would
have enjoyed it too.
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Calendar of Campus Events
Monday, April 16
Darwin's Nightmare
Darwin's Nightmare
Come see Darwin's
Nightmare, a film that discusses the effects of the
introduction of the Nile Perch
to Lake Victoria and how it
has affected the ecology and
economy of the region. This
event is brought to you by
SPEAK and sponsored by
LARABAR. A discussion led
by Lambda Pi Eta will be held
after the film. To be held in
the Science Amphitheater at
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 17
Coastalfields Farms:
"Edible Plants in your
Backyard"
11:30 - 1:30 Student Center
Lobby. Free samples.
Peace & Justice Reception
Reception for New Peace and
Justice Major
Regis College will have a new
undergraduate major in
Peace and Justice Studies
beginning fall 2007. This
interdisciplinary major will
give students the opportunity to explore social issues
from the perspective of multiple disciplines and acquire
depth of learning through
the integration of ideas from
several disciplines. It is an
exciting opportunity for students to explore the complex
issues of the 21st Century ·

from several perspectives.
Through their degree plan
they will be challenged to
offer new vision and leadership for positive social
change. Come to the reception for information about
the major, displays of student work and campus
events that promote the
peace and justice program.
To be held in the ALC
Mountain View Room from
4:00 p.m. to 6:QO p.m.
Mexico Project Presentation
Enjoy some Mexican food as
students recount their experiences on this year's Mexico
Project. To be held in Main
Hall 333 ·at 4:00 p.m.
Travel and Purchasing
Training
The Office of the Controller
is offering a training session
on traveling and purchasing
policies of the university.
This session will assist
employees on how to fill out
the proper forms and know
what documentation is
acceptable in order to be
promptly reimbursed for
travel. This session will also
cover the proper procedures
to purchase goods and services for the university. We
will also cover other items
pertaining to the fiscal well
being of the university and
answer any other questions.
We recommend anyone that
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travels and/or purchases
items for the university, no
matter how small or infrequently, should attend. We
look forward to seeing you
and please bring questions.
To be held in Main Hall 136
from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 18
Local Food Day
Free samples from Boulder
Ice Cream and Goodness to
go, including cookies, salsa,
fruit snacks and chocolate!
11:30-1:30 Student Center
Thursday, April 19
Earth friendly Coffee
... (pesticide free, shadegrown and fair trade) 8:3010:30 AM, we will be traveling around campus to your
offices, we will fill your
mugs for free!
Student Recitals
This Thursday at 7:30 p.m.,
Jesse Hunter, guitar, Julia
Miller, voice, and Kelley
Goldberger, voice, will perform their music minor
recitals at the Berkeley
Church, 50th and Mead. This
recital is free and open to the
public. The recital should
last until 9:00 p.m. with a
reception to follow.
Friday, April 20
Healthy Alternative Lunch
Free. From Goodness To Go.
Quiche, fresh fruit, organic

cookies and drinks. Student
Center 11:30-1:30
Sunday, April 22
5th Annual Special
Olympics Soccer
Tournament
The Staff Advisory Council
(SAC) is pleased to sponsor
the 5th Annual Regis
University Special Olympics
Soccer Tournament. Please
come out to cheer on the athletes. We will begin at 9: 15
a.m. with Opening
Ceremonies and continue
with games throughout the
day until 4 p.m.
Monday, April 23
"Jumping off Bridges"
Come to the Screening of the
movie "Jumping Off Bridges,"
an award-winning film about
loss and recovery.
Sponsored by Leadership
Development and Behavioral
Health and the Carson J
Spencer Foundation. To be
held in the Student Center
Cafeteria at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, May 4
Annual Student Awards
Ceremony
The Annual Student Awards
Ceremony for exceptional
contributions to Academics
and Student Life will be held
at 3 p.m. in the University
Dining Hall.

